The Grand Duchy of
Flandrensis

Het Groothertogdom
Flandrensis

“No humans, only nature”

TREATY OF FRIENDSHIP
&
MUTUAL RECOGNITION
The Government of the Grand Duchy of Flandrensis and the New Weddington Isles
(hereinafter: the “Parties”)
Whereas: seeking of enhance and encourage cooperation between the Parties in the spirit of
Partnership, diplomacy and statesmanship both Parties agree to the following conditions for
diplomacy:
1. Each nation and their respective governments shall agree to recognize the sovereignty
and right to statehood of the other government, its nation, and its people. And further,
each participating government of this treaty shall fully recognize the other as a sovereign,
independent, and serious micronational government and shall recognize the signatory
governments as the legitimate and legally empowered representation of their People and
Sovereignty.
2. The Grand Duchy of Flandrensis remain neutral in any micronational wars. In cases
where there is a political or ideological conflict that violates the sovereignty of the other
nation, each nation shall endeavor to support the official positions of the other's
government in international and inter-micronational affairs.
3. If the Grand Duchy of Flandrensis discovers that the other nation violates the human
rights of its citizens or subjects. Or considered guilty of illegal internet activities, they will
immediate withdrawal of recognition by the Grand Duchy of Flandrensis.
4. There shall be a perpetual state of diplomacy and non-aggression between the
aforementioned States, and that both parties shall endeavor to peacefully resolve any
issues which may occur to estrange them. Both parties agree to seek-out peace and
cooperation in order to continue peaceful co-existence between the Parties.
5. That either signatory parties shall respect the diplomatic position of the other, with
regards to the recognition of, and relations with, other nations and micronations; however
trying to follow, whenever possible, the same path, leading towards a direction in support
of true micronationalism.
6. Both nations shall work to compromise on issues of disagreement among themselves and
in the name of peace and diplomacy shall avoid opening new relations with nations or
micronations which show belligerence towards the other nation whenever possible.

7. Participating nations agree to respect the cultural and political endeavors of the other,
insofar as these do not infringe upon their own political interests or violate the basic
human rights of others. In the event of micro-international or international incidents of
strife, both parties shall remain steadfast in their support of each other, in both
diplomatic deeds and diplomatic voice with a commitment to peace and a speedy
resolution of conflicts whenever possible in so much as it does not threaten the
sovereignty of their own nation or violate the basic human rights of others.
8. Each member of this treaty is granted the right to enter into diplomatic relations and
negotiate any acts or amendments to the standard treaty on behalf of the people as the
need arises and is so agreed to by both members.
9. Under no circumstances shall members of this treaty engage in the use of force against
the other nation or its people and shall respect the sovereign and claimed lands and
borders of the other whenever applicable when such claims do not interfere with a
previously held declaration of the other nation.
WE WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned, being duly authorized by their respective
governments, have signed this diplomatic agreement.
DONE at the Flandrensian Embassy of the Kingdom of Belgium on Tuesday, July 20, 2021.
For the Grand Duchy of Flandrensis

H.R.H. Niels de Mersch d’Oyenberghe , Grand Duke of Flandrensis

For the New Weddington Isles

Lord Watitune, John Richard Brookes, Lord of the Manor of the New
Weddington Isles

